The Magic of the Middle Ages

It was the belief of Europe during the Middle Ages, that our globe was the centre of the
universe. The earth, itself fixed and immovable, was encompassed by ten heavens successively
encircling one another, and all of these except the highest in constant rotation about their
centre. This highest and immovable heaven, enveloping all the others and constituting the
boundary between created things and the void, infinite space beyond, is the Empyrean, the
heaven of fire, named also by the Platonizing philosophers the world of archetypes. Here
â€œin a light which no one can enter,â€• God in triune majesty is sitting on his throne, while
the tones of harmony from the nine revolving heavens beneath ascend to him, like a hymn of
glory from the universe to its Creator. Next in order below the Empyrean is the heaven of
crystal, or the sphere of the first movable (primum mobile). Beneath this revolves the heaven
of fixed stars, which, formed from the most subtile elements in the universe, are devoid of
weight. If now an angel were imagined to descend from this heaven straight to earth,â€”the
centre, where the coarsest particles of creation are collected,â€”he would still sink through
seven vaulted spaces, which form the planetary world.
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This textbook deals with magic, both natural and demonic, within the broad context of
medieval culture. Covering the years c. to , with a chapter on antiquity, it invesigates the way
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Hjalmar Edgren: Books. 'Richard Kieckhefer offers a panoramic view of a very diverse set of
problems in his cogently organised and revealing book imaginative and stimulating '. The
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Magic in the Middle Ages. By RICHARD KIECKHEFER. Cambridge Medieval. Textbooks.
New York: Cambridge University Press, x + pp. $ cloth.
The medieval court was the centre of political life during the Middle Ages, where officials of
all ranks attended to governmental affairs. Recently reprinted in a revised edition through the
Canto series, Richard Kieckhefer's Magic in the Middle Ages is a comprehensive and
panoramic introduction. Magic in the Middle Ages has ratings and 44 reviews. Gaz said:
Richard Kieckefer has written a broad, detailed and objective examination of magic in.
In Magic in the Middle Ages Kieckhefer has produced an insightful account of magic as a
kind of crossroads where different pathways in medieval culture.
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